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㒄ᓤᅩeᵩ៶ⅶ喍R o d n e y G r a h a m 喎

䄮ч̺ૉ⁏ᴾএ?
γ̭喑γЕȡ

λ᭜ᘠ喑
䄮䔅㘪ܧۆ䔆仃⁹এ

͑Ḣ㐆ҍ喑̭Ḣ⪆㐆喟
䔆ᕗ⮱⩌➖ȡ4)

Йౕᅁڙచ㏓ສ⮱ౝ◦᭜ౕ̭͗⎃䓦喑ϻ䗐䛹ᷚᇈ喍
Rousseau Insel 喎ᅪ㻵ᬍ䖄ȡᒀす̭͗䪉᳣ສᱧѺऻ喑ڣ

1)

Ꭳ⇎ᰶ๗็⮱θजև喟す̭͗䪉᭜㒄ᓤᅩ౽ౕᴾᶖ̷↶ᕊ喑㜗
㵹䒓䲍ౕ̭喑Ⅱรᩫౕ㙇䓦ȡ䔆̭ᎂহЃ⼺ऻो̸䔤Ꭸ㢜ᬣ̭
̭ᵤȡⰸݝౕ䓦ᬍθθ喑㒄ᓤᅩ䬛᭜॓ᙬᘼख़Ѓ݈҉
Ꭳᒂ̭⮱ݣᑍ̀䒾ȡЃ䔿㐆̭͗䮼䏘ख़ȡ
䃝ᓄ㜗ጞा⎃䓦䊝ࣨ喑䊝䔈す̭͗䪉⮱⩨䲏䛹喑Ꭳᠶ
̸γ᧚ᩫ䩛ȡϧЙ䓴ࣨᒭᒭ䅕ᙻౝ䃱䃧ᵩ៶ⅶ⮱⁹ᰟ喑घႰЙ

侙ԛe⊤߿喍M A T H E W H A L E 喎

“

ᠩⰅąᝃ㔲“

๔䌜䉔ą喑ຯҍૉ⁏喑ЃЙч䄡ႰЙ“

㒄ᓤᅩeᵩ៶ⅶ喑Ȩਫ਼❴⩢ᒞᩫᱧȩ喑16mm 㘣❴ࣷ㖇Ά☜ⷌ❴喑

䔅㵹ą

❴䪬 5 ܳ䧌喑ₑͧ ⚔ޔ喍Rodney Graham, Phonokineroscope, 2001 喎

喍जВツ᭜㞧ᱜ喎ȡѳ䔆̭⁎ႰᒨᏂ䩴Ѽγȡຯᵩ៶ⅶౕ
Ȩਫ਼❴⩢ᒞᩫᱧȩ䛹⩕⮱䔤Ꭸ㢜᭜ LSD喑䗐͵Й⮱䔤Ꭸ㢜ᅞ
Ѓ⮱䴠ͽᵦḺλ䮼ᓰ

喑ₑЃᄦፚᓤ ᅩ eጡ➦ڲ喍Syd

Barrett喎Нᚂ㞜็ȡЃⰥԎ喑ፚᓤౕ⁹䃺䛹ᆂ⣝⮱ܧ䗐๖侙㵹⾧ͧ

ᵤ̺जᕊ䃛ࣵ䃖ϧⰛⱖ⺋䔤⮱ධౝ䛹喑ិЙፓࣨओ̭͗ϧ⮱Ƞ

᭜Ѓ⮱䴠ͽȡВȨ๖ప⮱䭣ᷜȩᐭ౧喑ݝ䮼ऻ↶䛺ᓄБϧᕺᘇ⮱

Ѓ䪬Ͳౝ܊㻳Ɑ喑䋠䋠ᰶ̭ܳ䧌喑♣ऻ侾̷䒓喑䔁ఋݝᶒ⮱ओ

Ѓ⮱ȠЙ⮱ᕊᘠ䓦㑅Вࣷ“

Ȩ51 त䔈Გ喑ҍ⮱ᬣ䬡ݝγȩ5) 喑ᘶᗓ̺ጟ喑ᅞຯ⣝ౕ⩨

̭Ѓᐭ䒙వ⮱ౝȡ

ᴾ᳄䓦㑅ąȡ

Ѓកᐭγ̭๔䬕喠Ѓ䃑ͧ喑ЃЙԖ喑䘪᭜㜗ጞ⁹ᰟ⮱䕍➖ 2)ȡ

䛹⮱ϧЙᙌऄ̭⮱ݝᵤȡ♣㔹喑䔆ӊ♣᭜̭仃৭ё⮱⁹ᰟȡ

ౕ㒄ᓤᅩeᵩ៶ⅶ喍Rodney Graham喎ᰭ⮱⩢ᒞ㷲㒛

ЃЙᔅγऺ͚Ͷ

⩢ᒞᐭऻ喑ᰭកߕ⮱᭜ᵩ៶ⅶ㜗ጞ⑁অ̭ᵤ͒ᵩख़

ᒀౕ㢜➖⮱ᒞ৺̸

ౕᬣ䬡䖄ᐰౝ

ϻᄩ⑁⮱Ⴖᢿȡ䃝ᓄ喑ࢠӬ᭜ౕ㶕⑁ݺ喑ЃΌϻ̺ϻःᮜ⿄䛹

Ь҈ࣨγϑ䄵⮱⍡᱈

Ѓ̭ࣵ⁎В䖄̓⠙⿸⮱䮽ธᒏ䆎ܧ⣝ౕЙ⮱Ⱪݺ,Ꭳ́䄂ఫ⁎ں

͏γກ㚫⮱ᕊ㐗

ਗᕂⰸ̭Ⱪ䪉ȡិޔ᱙ϑ㐆䯴Გ⮱ᄩ⑁ᎣჇ̸ᥱౝ◦ऻ喑

⿄ፅិ⌞⌞≲≲⮱▝㞟իԿ䔈Გ

䃖㜗ጞহЙ⻨ᓄ䔉䔉⮱喑ិޜڕᓰᕊ㟞ౕ㜗ጞ⠙⿸⮱҉৮̷ȡ

ⰸݝᰶϧВⴠͧḲ 3)

Ѓᅞϻ⩢ᒞ҉ݣϧ⮱㻿㞟䛹⊵γ喑䒙㔹ͧγ⩢ᒞ䛹⮱ٰ̭͗

Ь҈ౕ䄡“

Ȩਫ਼❴⩢ᒞᩫᱧȩ喍 The Phonokineroscope, 2001喎⮱ࣾጰч̷喑

ⱌ䄒₨⮱̭๖喑ᘠȡą7)

㉍ȡᒀ♣喑䗐᭜ౕ㢜ऻЃ䲍Ɑᘼᔄ߈喑䊝ᓄ℁䶱ᘠ⮱㺮䔉ᓄ

ౕᵩ៶ⅶᲱᐧ⮱҉৮⮱̓⩹͚喑䔆Ꭳ̺ᘼঠⱭ⩌≨͚⮱㜗ᄮ
ρᰵ⮱ֺ̭͗ᮇ喑㒄ᓤᅩeᵩ៶ⅶ㐆កᲒ⩢䄊喑

็ȡᒀᵩ៶ⅶ̸㢜ऻ喑Ѓ䔅᭜ۤ䲆ౝⰸγ̭Ⱪ喑Вٺ᭫ᓄ

㷘ៅ⸕ᓄ̺Ⱞϧθ喠ౕȨ㢜➖ߖⱍȩ喍 Halcion Sleep, 1994 喎ऻ喑

䬛᭜॓ᙬᘼহЃڞθ̭⃢ᬣ䬡ȡЃ䄡Ѓកツౕᅁڙచ

䓴λ⏾⽪ȡ䔆̺⩞䃖ᘠ䊤γϕݖeㆠ㗃喍 Henri Michaux 喎喑

ᄮ䲏̷⮱ऺ⼝喑घև“

Ѓ⠙㜗̭ϧ౽ౕ⮱ธ⮱ऻᏔ̷喑ᬍ∂䚿Გ喠ϻౝᎠ㏬⮱䔉ᵩ៶

喍Tiergarten喎̭䘕⩢ᒞ喑䰭㺮̭͗ϧևψ͡ᬣጒ҉喑Ꭳ

⩇㜠䰺๘ᰩࢇธ喍 Dr. Hoffman 喎᱙ϧ喑ВࣷڣЃ̭ψౕ㜗䔤

ޔ喎ȡ䔆͗ऺႄ䃖ϧិЃ⮱⩢ᒞ㖁ᘠͧڠλ̭Уࣾᬻ⮱҉৮喑ᵩ

ⅶ侾䒓㔹Გ, ͧЙਫ਼γЃ㜗ጞ⮱⁹ऻࣵ侾䒓⻨ࣨ喑䃟䔝Ȩ

̭ψ⚔❴ȡܳ倅ڡ喑̭䲏ͧ䧞喑̭䲏Ѓ⮱䔆Ъጒ҉

Ꭸ䶳ഌ䛹ᣏ㉏⮱ٵ䨸ȡࢠӬ䔆ᵤ喑䮑γౕ㶕⣝ຠᕔᬣᰶ̭◦ᓛᑞ

៶ⅶᰭऻᐰ⩕γ䔆͗ऺႄ喑ᙌܳݝ䖄᛫喑ͧ䔆䛹䲏࠲क़

᭜ຯ҂̭ͧ͗≮⊗ⅶȩ 喍 How I Became A Ramblin’ Man, 1999

ᒵ॥ᑂ喑ѳख़ݝЃ⮱⩢䄊ᬣӊ♣ܳ䔤ᘅȡᒀ♣⇎ॷ䃶

⮱⺋⼅⅁ᖜ,ᒞ❴۠ᬍॵ⣝ܧ䔤Ꭸڲღȡ⁹䛹ਫ਼“

γᰭᵦ᱙⮱⩢ᒞआθহЙᄦᱧᷝࡃ⮱ᕊ㔰喑Όᅞ᭜Йౕ䔆͗

喎喠㔹⣝ౕ喑ౕȨਫ਼❴⩢ᒞᩫᱧȩ䛹喑Ѓ̭͗ϧ౽ౕڙచ䛹喑

ЃȡহЃ䗐ᬣᎣ̺๗⛌ȡЃ䃛Й̭͗ᄼᬣౕڲЃ⮱ڙᄀ䛹

γ⮱̓⩹ą喑λ᭜ⱌ⮱ܧ⣝γ喑ᐭ᭜㡶ౝ̷̭ᑍ಄⮴

⩨䛹Ⴖ㷲হҬ⩕⮱䃫ิȡ“

ो̸γ䔤Ꭸ㢜喑♣ऻ⠙㜗ࣨϘऄ䗐⃢㏼ࢳȡᒀ♣喑ᰶ䔆ψ҉

ⷝ喑♣ऻ̭ࣨუ͚丽亳䃕䃧䔆͗䃎ܿȡͧγᅪᔘ⌲䚿̸Გ喑

ऻ喑♣ऻ᭜䱿Ꭱ∏ຠ⢸⮱䰂ȡౕ㏠ࢇ๘㜗э䛹ᰶ̭⃢ڠλ

ͧ̓⩹̷す̭䘕㐀वγहₒ䴠᩵⮱ᥱহែᒞ䃫ิ䊤⮱ऺႄȡ

৮喑䮑γȨ㢜➖ߖⱍȩ喑ᰭ㏵䘪ఋᑿγ喑ₑᵩ៶ⅶч⁎ں

۟γ͗Ⓨ喑Ⱑກౝ䧮ȡѳ౽䩆γౝ䧮喑ᰡ㈌㈂⮱᭜喑ౕࣾ⣝

侾䒓⮱ᒵ㒻⮱䔝喟“

䔆У䃫ิᰭᬖႹλ 1889 Ꭱ喑᭜̭Уࢳटᕔ⮱ࣾᬻȡႰ“

䬚ȡЙࣾ⣝Ѓ㷘ఝౕȨ☓ᖩᇈȩ喍 Vexation Island, 1997 喎喑

Ȩਫ਼❴⩢ᒞᩫᱧȩౕᥱ䬡⮱ᮯჇऺ⼝喑ࢠޔౕۆ᱙

ཅ喑᭜ҍٲ

⇬Ɑ᭕ᬒᾎ㘣䒛㗻⪆̸⮱࢝䔦喑ϻڙచ

ߕᔮᒞ䴠⮱ࣾᬻ➖ą 喍̭ܧ๗⾧ᥴ␇⁹

ᒞ䴠䄽ߕகą᭜ច侙e❞䔗⩌

䓫ݝ

ϻ⺋̷হ㖶Ҁ̷䘪ఋݝЙ䏘䓦ȡѳ᭜䔆ᐼᒵᬻ᭫喟ϧЙ

ݺጟ㏼౽̰͗ښܧ〆γȡ౽γᐭᒭ Pandau 㔹̺᭜ Rudow 

䛹⮱ᄼ䌜̷̭ᣍ㔹䓴喑ᄼᓰౝ䏟䓴䗐ψ⾮ܧᲒ⮱㔮ᴾᵦ喑⩕䗐

γ䓽ߕ⮱⩨䲏̻⪆ฝᱧ⮱Ⴙ㒻হ䄽ąȡ8) λ᭜喑ᵩ៶ⅶ⼺ᓛ

䘪⻨̺ᐭ㜗ጞ⮱వၽ喑㔹ᵩ៶ⅶ⮱⻨㓑㉏ᅲ䊸ाλិϧڕ䘪

ा⮱ౝ䧮ȡౕ丽亳䛹喑㒄ᓤᅩ㐆γȨਫ਼❴⩢ᒞᩫᱧȩ⮱䄓㏳

᩼ᙌ⮱ݺ䒛ϻ䗐ψ㥪̸⮱ᄼᶍ̷ࢸ䓴喠⾬䓴͑❴Ꭰ᪡⮱㥪ण

ᩦߕγ❞䔗⩌⮱“

ៈᐭ,䔈㵹Ⱞڲ喑ᅞЙౕⲎᷓ䛹䘪և䓴⮱䗐ᵤȡ⩌≨͚ᒵᄾܧ

㙇᱙ȡЃᄦ̭͗ܳ䪉䘪ևγ䄓㏳ᴴ∕喑Ѓ䄡㜗ጞݺϻ᱗䔆

হ̭಄ᄼⴠ喑♣ऻ᭜䗐᭕ᮇ䔅⇎䱟ܧᲒ⮱ᄼ≋喠ᘶᔘౝ㏼䓴

ᱧą喟Ꭳ̺᭜キࢂౝិ⩢ਫ਼ᱧহែᒞЗܳ㼐ᐭ喑㔹᭜ҬႰЙ̺ࡦ

⣝ऺڣޜ⮱ϟჳ喟ᒀ̭͗ϧⰸⱭ⛌Ⲏ͚⮱ओ̭͗ϧᬣ喑Ѓⴒ䖀

ᵤև䓴ȡᒀЃा㼐䛷䔆䘕ᒞ❴㺮䃝ᒂЃౕڙచ૾㢜喑♣ऻ䋹䋹

̭ᄼ⏗̷Ꭰಓ⮱ᶒćć 6) ą䔆⃢䔝⮱ۆ᭜䱿᭒Ꭱᄾ⮱㏠ࢇ

䙺ȡᵩ៶ⅶ㜗ጞ᭜䔆ᵤ㼐䛷⮱喟“

㜗ጞ䔆ⰸ⮱㵹ͧ᭜ऄ⁏䓻⮱ȡ㔹ᵩ៶ⅶ̺ౝិЙፓݝ䔆

䌅䌅ᐭ㜗㵹䒓ᬣ喑ࣾ⣝҉ͧጒ҉ϧঅᰶᓲ㺮ϻ̭ᐭᅞ

๘ा̭Ѻϻ䔉ัाЃᓛ〾⮱Ꭱ䒨ຠᕔ侾ࣨ⮱䓴⼸喑♣㔹ᒀЃݝγ

⩌⮱℁䊤Გ喑᭜̭䔭ࡃȡႰ̺ϲᬍ∂Ԋ䃮हₒᕔ喑θ̷⮱

ܴγ㼐Ѓᘠ㺮ψϭ͵ȡ䮼ऻाЃ㼐䛷γ䔌࣌⮱ݝȡ

䲏ݺ喑⮱ᓛ〾ࢡ⊵γȡЃЙ̭͗ႄΌ⇎ᰶ䄡䓴喑㔹Ѓ㐔㐚侾

̺हₒᕔϔ⩌γᬍ⮱ฝ䴠হ⩨䲏⮱䙺वȡ䔆ᅞγᬍ䴠ͽᒂ

ᐭγࣨȡᒀᵩ៶ⅶͧ∏ຠ⢸⮱䰂Ɑ䔤ᬣ喑Ѓ։γ䒙వȡ

ᒞፓȡą9) ᵩ៶ⅶ᧲䪬䔆Կ䔭ᐼ⮱ࣾᬻ喑ᅞౕᒞ❴䛹喑Ѓ

侙ԛe⊤߿᭜̭Ѻ⩌≨হጒ҉ౕ᳄⮱㞧ᱜუ
PA R K E T T 6 4 2 0 0 2
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ᒞ䴠䄽ߕகą喑ࣾᬻγ㜗ጞ⮱“

ਫ਼❴⩢ᒞᩫ

⮱ਫ਼❴⩢ᒞᩫᱧহ❞䔗

㒄ᓤᅩeᵩ៶ⅶ喍R o d n e y G r a h a m 喎

㒄ᓤᅩeᵩ៶ⅶ喍R o d n e y G r a h a m 喎

ౕ䔤Ꭸ㢜⮱ᑂ䶳̸喑ិ❹ٸহ㶐ౕ㜗㵹䒓⮱䒛̷ࣶ喑ϻ

̭ߕ̺ߕ喑̭Ꮁ͒㖰⽳⮱ᙌ㻶ϑ㏴Ɑᷚᐼ⮱⊗ͨͶ⅁ᖜ

݄ ڞ16 ፲㗃⩨Ȩ䭠ٶ䊲ϧȩ喍 Sunshine Superman, 2001 喎ȡ䔆Ѻ

5) शㆠeҖ & 㒄ќ➦eᮛ➦ڝ喑命᳄下㝴ͽ䭌喍Led Zeppelin喎

➖⤳̷᭜̭ᒨᏂ⮱Կ䔭喟㔹Ѓग᭜႖ၽ⅁ౝ䃖㜗㵹䒓侾䊤Გࣾ

ⴈⰫౝᎣႅౕЃ䏘̷ȡ̭䲏喑Ѓے̭͗ᘠ͚⮱ؔӐ喑ओ̭

ℾ䅐⁹ک䃺ᰟ҉㔲็䄧̴ᔪ♣γ䔤Ꭸ≮㵹ͽᬻᭌȡ䔆̺ᬍୟ

⮱ Ȩ๖ప⮱䭣ᷜȩ喍Stairway to Heaven喎喑 命᳄下㝴⮱すఈᑍਫ਼❴䯳喍

ᦖܧច䒓⮱ฝ䴠ȡ

䲏喑Ѓຯह߿“

ᔔ䗮⫴ą䗐፲҉৮͚̭ᵤ喑౽ౕⴠ̷喑

䃪喑♣㔹ࣵ䃖ϧ⁏⁐ȡᅞ᭜䔆Ѻ็䄧̴喑ͧ៘ธ⮱Ȩ叱㞟⒉Ⅱ

㏪㏓喟χ➦ڝ๔ਫ਼❴ڙथ喑1971喎喑↰➦Ƞशᅁ㣘ȠᶲḛȠ䊃➦ 喑Ꭰ

ćć䏘䓦᪐㥪Ɑᬍ⩕⮱⩌≨⩕ڤ喑Ѓ㡘♣ౝ∕㻳ⱭЃЙ喑䮤ڒ

㝴ȩ 喍Yellow Submarine 喎̸ۆγ䬗䬗ࣾٶȠ㘺◆ϧऐȠ␎ٲᬍ䭽

ٸeᑄ≈зᓤ⮱ Ȩ51 त䔈Გ喑ҍᬣ䬡ݝγȩ喍Come in Number 51, Your Time

“

䔆ౕ҉৮͚ᄳ͑ឭᱜᑧ㵹៳ᐭ⮱ᓲ㺮ᕔౕλ䃖ᵩ៶ⅶ
ᒨᏂᎠ㵹ౝܳ⻨ᐭ喑ႰᲱ

γ⌞⌞ౝᕊ㉏ȡą12) ҈᪆⮱ڒჇ㷘䃑ͧ᭜̭ԛͧ喑㔹ើ䗮⫴

ͽ๖⅁ᖜ⮱⁹䃺—

γ䮽૨喟̺Ꭰ㶎ᕊ㐡ౕॵ⣝喠㘣❴᱙䏘ᬍ∂э䓫⮱ڲღ喑䴠

ᗐ㔲⮱̭ߕ̺ߕࢡ䃑ͧ᭜̭⫲⟣ȡᵩ៶ⅶౕᥱᱧ䪉ݺो

sea of green喎ȡ͑Ꭱऻ喑ጡ➦ڲᝃ䃥᭜ᩲᘼౝ̸̻ۆᒨᏂⰥࣺ

6) ៶䔗ㆠe㏠ࢇ๘喑Ȩ䄡॔, 䃝ᓳȩ喍Speak, Memory喎喍㏪㏓喟G.P. ᮛ➦

ͽजВᲒ㶕䓫ȡౕᵩ៶ⅶ⮱⑁ܧ䛹喑Ѓౕरγ䔤Ꭸ㢜ऻ喑हᵤ

̸⮱䔤Ꭸ㢜ຯह̭ݯІͦ喑ᄳЃᑂڒ䔆͑⟣ᔮ䬡ȡЃЬ҈̭

⮱⁹䃺喑䗐᭜Ѓ䮤ڒ⺋⫫⫲ఝឝᎣᒨᏂϻᎠ·ٸᑄ≈зᓤ䛹⊵

ࢄ❵ܧ䯳ఏ喑1996喎喑 P209

ΌҀ⣝҉ߕౕܧহ㵹ͧ䬡喑ౕ㮇Ꭸহ⣝䛹⮱̺Ⴧڠ㈨ȡౕᒞ

͗⊵Ხ⮱⑁অ喑ᰶ◦偯̺Ⴕ㜺喑ᓰౕ̺☶ȡᵦᢛЃ⮱ޔ᱙喑̺Ͳ

ݺਫ਼⮱ᰭऻ̭仃⁹ȡ

7) 㒄ᓤᅩeᵩ៶ⅶ喑Ȩਫ਼❴⩢ᒞᩫᱧȩ喍す̶㞯喎喑2001

❴ᥱ͚喑̭⁎ໆ⮱ጔवࣵᮯᬣᄳ㞧ᱜহ⩌≨喑⣝হᎨ㻶㲺

Ѓᅞ䔈ڒγ㢜ऻ⮱ڡ⟣ᔮ喑ѳЙᬍϻᓄⴒ҉ͧ㞧ᱜუ⮱
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AND I’M W O ND ER ING
W H O C O U LD B E
W R IT I NG T H IS S O NG

1)

MATHEW HALE

us again, either mentally or physically. But the pattern is clear: caught up in the loops of their own company, Graham’s solitaries have a tendency to leave
even themselves behind for periods, and journey inwards as we all do, at least, in sleep. Few circumstances in life are so genuinely intimate as that of knowing
that one is welcome to watch a person sleep while
one is watching them sleep. Graham keeps taking us
back to the same impossible, giddy place; leading us
right up to the border of someone else’s thought; his
thought; our own thought; the “Edge of a Wood.”

It’s because his music is rooted in this lack of consciousness that he admires Syd Barrett so much. He believes that
Syd’s freewheeling approach to lyrics opened the gates for
him; both of them, he thinks, are the creation of their own
songs.2)
Once again, in his latest film installation, THE PHONOKINETOSCOPE (2001), Rodney Graham appears
before us as a solitary man in isolated circumstances.
And then, once again, he contrives to remove himself
still further from us, while remaining the sole focus
of the work. Within the fiction of Graham’s work, this
does not constitute the solipsism it might in life. We
find him marooned in VEXATION ISLAND (1997) and
then he is knocked unconscious; in HALCION SLEEP
(1994), he’s there by himself on the back seat of a
taxi, but he does not wake up; in HOW I BECAME A
RAMBLIN’ MAN (1999) Graham rides towards us from
the distant horizon to sing his song and then rides
away again, and now in THE PHONOKINETOSCOPE,
he is sitting alone in a park where he proceeds to
take LSD, and then leaves on his own unsharable trip.
Of course, all of these works, except for HALCION
SLEEP, are looped, so that Graham will come back to

I’m the ‘i’ they failed to dot,
From the land that time forgot.
I just lost my train of thought.
I saw someone sitting on a rock.3)
Rodney Graham phoned me up one evening last May
and asked if I’d like to work for him for a couple of
days. He said he was planning to shoot a new film in
the Tiergarten and needed someone to do odd jobs
and take some photos. I was delighted, needing the
money and being fascinated by his work, but I was
also quite stoned when he rang. I didn’t tell him, of
course; I didn’t know him that well. He suggested that
we meet in an hour at his apartment, and then go to

M A T H E W H A L E is an artist who lives and works in Berlin.
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RODNEY GRAHAM, PHONOKINETOSCOPE, 2001, 16mm film and vinyl record, duration 5 mins., film still /
PHONOKINETOSKOP, 16-mm-Film und Vinylschallplatte, Dauer 5 Min., Filmstill.

exactly what was expected of them. And I told him
why I was really late.

a Chinese restaurant to discuss the project. Anxious
to sober up as quickly as possible, I took a shower
and then hurried down to the U-Bahn. I must have
passed six or seven stops before I realized, to my horror, that I had caught the wrong train. I was heading
for Spandau, not Rudow, and was going in the wrong
direction. In the restaurant, Rodney gave me a detailed script for THE PHONOKINETOSCOPE. He had
drawn each shot with written notes. He told me he’d
never done this before. When he then explained that
the film was going to document him taking acid in
the park, and riding around on his bike tripping, I
saw the necessity for the crew to know from the start

Who is it that does not love a tree?
I planted one, I planted three.
Two for you and one for me:
Botanical anomaly.4)
Our rendezvous in the Tiergarten was beside a lake
overlooking the Rousseau Insel. There wasn’t much
for me to do while the first shot was being set up: the
scene with Rodney sitting contemplatively on a tree
stump, with his bike beside him and a thermos at his
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RODNEY GRAHAM, PHONOKINETOSCOPE,
2001, 16mm film and vinyl record,
duration 5 mins., film stills /
PHONOKINETOSKOP, 16-mm-Film und
Vinylschallplatte, Dauer 5 Min., Filmstills.

Of course, by then taking the acid he moved a long
step further away from the possibility of volition.
When Graham took the blotter of acid, he did it with
a look of such sober intent that, aside from being
slightly comic, it reminded me of Henri Michaux, indeed Dr. Hoffman himself, and those other pioneers
of psychedelic self exploration. As it is though, the
film remains resolutely unpsychedelic in appearance,
except for the faintly occult quality of the manifestations of the women. “You’re the kind of girl that fits
in with my world” intones the song and she does appear, first in the grass as the queen of diamonds and
then as the statue of the young queen of Prussia.
There is a beautiful autobiographical passage by
Nabokov recalling a bicycle ride: “Along the paths
of the park I would skim, following yesterday’s patterned imprint of Dunlop tires; neatly avoiding the
ridges of tree roots; selecting a fallen twig and snapping it with my sensitive front wheel; weaving between two flat leaves and then between a small stone
and the hole from which it had been dislodged the
evening before; enjoying the brief smoothness of a
bridge over a brook…” 6) This sequence concludes
with the adolescent Nabokov riding towards a young
woman who appears to be smiling at him from a dis-

feet. The same set-up in which he took the LSD later
on. Seeing that I was hanging around, Rodney asked
me if I would like to hear the song he had written
and recorded for the piece. He gave it to me on a
Walkman.
I remember wandering down towards the lake, into
the frame of the first shot, as I pressed play. People
have tended to write guardedly about Graham’s
songs in the past, using words like “pastiche” and
“generic”; calling them “good enough” songs, if you
like (good enough for art). But this one just blew me
away instantly. If Graham’s drug for THE PHONOKINETOSCOPE is LSD, then our drug is his music. With
its “Stairway to Heaven” opening and its “Come in
Number 51, Your Time is Up”5) spaced-out heaviness
later on, it made me euphoric; just as it now makes
gallery visitors euphoric. And yet, the song is also a
sad song.
What struck me most when the filming began was
that Graham had himself directed exactly as an actor would be. I don’t remember him ever looking
through the viewfinder to check a shot even before
he was tripping. Having given the hired director the
script and agreed on the locations, he then absented
himself as maker and became the subject of the film.
52

early on, in 1889, and was an heroic act of invention achieved by “the establishment of harmonious
relations between the kineto-graph and the phonograph.”8) So, Graham has, if you like, slightly disinvented Edison’s Kineto-phonograph in order to
invent his Phonokinetoscope: not uncoupling his record player and film projector, but disharmonizing
them. As Graham himself puts it: “My phonokinetoscope is somewhat more rudimentary than Edison’s:
not only is there no guarantee of synchronicity, but
in fact my unsynchronized loop allows for innumerable sound/image juxtapositions—and thus myriad
music videos.”9) Graham’s is a regressive invention,
just as his acid inspired “invention” within the film
of using the playing card attached to the forks of the
wheel of his bicycle with the clothes peg is psychically
regressive: a child’s way of making a bicycle sound
like a motorbike.
This re-imposed split between the two technologies of the work is, of necessity, exactly paralleled in
the split relationship between Graham’s two performances, on film and on record—and so constitutes a
metaphor: a representation of a destabilized mind;
the kind of representation that the film itself does
not really offer, while the song does. It also mirrors

tance, but whose smile has vanished by the time he
reaches her. They do not exchange a word and he
rides on. Graham stops cycling when he becomes
entranced by the statue of the Prussian queen. He
stares at her for a long minute before leaving and
riding his bike backwards across a bridge into the
beginning of his loop.
When I fell off my medication,
Seems I lost the art of conversation.
Drape the dump in shades of grey,
Declare it “I feel fucking awful day.” 7)
The working title for THE PHONOKINETOSCOPE, the
title written on the cover of his script, was L’Invention
du Kineto-phonograph (A Space Rock Opera). Graham
has removed from the title the suggestion that the
film will be the story of an invention, which I regret,
because the idea remains fundamental to the film’s
narrative and to our thoughts about the mechanism
of the installation when we are using it in the gallery. “The Kineto-phonograph” was Thomas Edison’s
name for the world’s first filming and projecting apparatus incorporating synchronized sound recording and reproduction. This was done remarkably
53
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Rousseau’s Romanticism. On the one hand, the Zen
Buddhist as contemplative man described above, and
on the other, the figure of Dürer’s MELANCHOLIA,
seated similarly on a rock and with “the utensils of
active life… lying around unused on the ground, as
objects of contemplation.”12) The Zen Buddhist’s passivity is an achievement whereas the melancholic’s
inactivity is a curse. The LSD that Graham takes in
front of the camera acts as a solvent, placing him
somewhere between these two states. He appears to
become a passive actor, a mind a little lost within its
own achievement, as he follows his own script and is
roused into action by the drug, but we cannot know
how self forgetting, as an artist, he has become.
The spider at the center of the web of associations
from which Graham constructed THE PHONOKINETOSCOPE is Syd Barrett, founding spirit of the
original Pink Floyd, and the ultimate acid casualty.
Turned on by LSD, Barrett invented a psychedelic
music worthy of the name, and then collapsed into
incoherence. Barrett’s song “Bike” gave Graham

the uncertain relationship between acting and behaving, fiction and documentary, in Graham’s performance, once he has taken the drug. During the
shoot, there was a curious coincidence that momentarily reintegrated art and life, reality and hallucination. While Rodney was walking around after having
taken the LSD, he looked down at his feet and found
an identical wooden clothes peg in the grass.
Who is it that does not love a tree?
I planted one, I planted three.10)
“From the very beginning, pure and immaculate,
the man has never been affected by defilement. He
watches the growth of things, while himself abiding
in the immovable serenity of non-assertion... The waters are blue; the mountains are green; sitting alone,
he observes things undergoing changes.”11) Graham
seems shadowed by two contradictory figures as he
sits, still and sober, on his tree stump in that first shot
of the day, and both predate the third presence of
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the line “You’re the kind of girl who fits in with my
world,” for the song for THE PHONOKINETOSCOPE.
Shortly after completing the work, and while he was
still in Berlin, Graham made a series of 16 monotype
portraits of another musician (SUNSHINE SUPERMAN, 2001), the folk singer turned psychedelic pop
star, Donovan, a singer-songwriter with whom he was,
no doubt ironically, but certainly enjoyably, able to
identify. It was Donovan who, famously, gave The
Beatles the line: “sky of blue, and sea of green” in
all its gloss paint optimism for Yellow Submarine. Was
Barrett, perhaps even consciously, contradicting this
two years later when he wrote the following entropic
lines, the last that he was to sing before slipping into
mental illness and disappearing from Pink Floyd?
And the sea isn’t green
And I love the Queen.
And what exactly is a dream?
And what exactly is a joke? 13)
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